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(54) FITTING BRACKET FOR USE ON BOAT (57) ABSTRACT 
AND OTHER STRUCTURE A?tting bracket, Which may be compiled from one or a pair 

of interconnecting Tees, may include the application and 
securement of a cap, for accommodating a fastener for 
holding any type of a lamp to the bracket for its application 
to the side rail of a boat, for securement to the supporting 
structure of a vehicle, or any other tubular support. The pair 
of such Tees may be combined together, perpendicularly 
arranged, so that the loWer modi?ed T may snap onto the 
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_ side rail of, for example, a boat, While the upper T may 
(21) Appl' NO" 10/040,723 accommodate the insertion of the handle of a rod and reel or 

(22) Filed: Jam 7’ 2002 other ?shing pole therein, during usage. In addition, a 
singular Tee may be modi?ed for snap bracketing onto the 

Publication Classi?cation side rail of a boat, and hold other frameWork that forms a 
grid Work of frames over and above the boat, for supporting 

(51) Int. Cl.7 ____ __ B6313 17/00 covering material, camou?aged cloth, or any other type of 
(52) US. Cl. ............................................................ .. 114/364 protective covering. 
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FITTING BRACKET FOR USE ON BOAT AND 
OTHER STRUCTURE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims priority to Provisional 
Application Ser. No. ?led Jan. 8, 2001, entitled 
“Fitting Bracket For Use On Boat And Other Structure”, 
identi?ed as Attorney Docket 7228, and Which is incorpo 
rated herein by reference. A ?ling receipt for the Provisional 
Application Was not received from the Patent Of?ce. Hence, 
the Serial Number for the priority application is not knoWn. 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 

[0002] Not Applicable. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] This invention relates principally to a bracket, that 
may be applied to the gunnels of a boat, or any other 
supporting structure, and for use for securely holding or 
supporting other accessories such as a lamp, ?shing rod, or 
any other structural framework, for use for facilitating the 
overall convenient usage of the vehicle. 

[0004] Various styles of brackets have long been used in 
the art for holding other items. Brackets and frameWorks 
have had knoWn usage in the boat ?eld, for use for holding 
frameWorks, for supporting camou?age, as for eXample 
When used for a duck blind, or supporting other covers, as 
for enclosure and covering purposes. In addition, brackets 
have long been used for securement to other structures, even 
for application for holding other types of items, either during 
usage, or for storage. 

[0005] EXamples of the early type of use of bracketing 
arrangements, as for eXample, that may be fastened to the 
rim or gunWale of a boat, and held in position by means of 
its sockets, can be found in the early patent to Adams, Jr., 
US. Pat. No. 3,422,829. While the overall principle of the 
lifeboat cover as shoWn in this patent may provide coverage 
for a boat, the actual structure of the bracketing means, and 
the frameWork involved, is distinct from the current inven 
tion. 

[0006] The patent to Stubbmann, US. Pat. No. 3,978,610, 
shoWs a mobile holding device. This is a mobile device for 
use for supporting upon a crib, or its crib Wall, and is held 
in place by means of a series of elastic clips as can be seen 
from the spring clips as disclosed in this patent. These types 
of clips, as to be seen, hold the housings in place, that 
support the arch of the tube that functions as a support for 
the mobile items. 

[0007] The patent to Kirby, Jr., US. Pat. No. 4,878,642, 
shoWs an object support for attachment to a cylindrically 
shaped support member. This disclosure shoWs a clamp 
member, that is generally C-shaped, and is used for clamp 
ing onto a supporting member, and then for application for 
holding a variety of other components, one of Which is even 
de?ned and shoWn as a support for a plurality of different 
diameter ?shing poles. It can also be seen that this device 
can be used for holding a can, drinking glass, cup, or the like. 
The concept of utiliZing a C-clamp for holding a structural 
support, or holding other accessories, is certainly shoWn in 
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this earlier patent to Kirby. But, this speci?c structure, and 
variety of methods of usage, particularly in the marine ?eld, 
is What is quite distinct from the current invention When 
vieWed in comparison to the overall attachment as disclosed 
in this Kirby patent. 

[0008] The patent to SteWard, US. Pat. No. 4,979,456, 
shoWs a portable blind for attachment to a boat. It includes 
a series of interconnecting frames or attachment means, 
Which are secured by means of U-shaped brackets, to the 
side Walls of a boat. Hence, this patent does disclose the 
usage of various types of clamp members, to hold the 
frameWork onto gunWales of a boat, and in this instance, for 
supporting the camou?aged material. 

[0009] The patent to Shillington, US. Pat. No. 5,005,793, 
shoWs a pole clip needle cap holder. This is a clip for holding 
a cap to an IV needle, or the like. It simply shoWs a C-clamp 
having arms that eXtend outWardly, for attachment or mount 
ing onto a supporting pole. 

[0010] The patent to Ennis, US. Pat. No. 5,069,416, 
shoWs a display ?Xture for spectacles. This device also 
shoWs a C-type clamp, for use With a different type of holder, 
and for a different purpose. 

[0011] The patent to Hughes, US. Pat. No. 5,167,353, 
shoWs a “U” post bracket for bicycles. This bracket also 
provides a C-clamp, at its loWer end, for clamping appar 
ently onto some rod-like portion of a bicycle, such as the seat 
post, as can be noted. 

[0012] The patent to SinohuiZ, US. Pat. No. 5,356,107, 
shoWs a beverage container holder. This holder incorporates 
a C-clamp, and Which can be clamped onto the leg of a chair, 
as noted. While this disclosure provides a shoWing of a 
C-clamp, the type of beverage container holder is quite 
distinct from the current invention. 

[0013] The patent to CleWs, US. Pat. No. 5,642,557, 
shoWs a panel display system. This panel display system 
includes a clip, forming a C-clamp, Which may be af?Xed to 
a post, and then has extending from its loWer common 
connecting member the various jaWs for clamping onto 
paneling material. The current invention is not concerned 
With a panel display system. 

[0014] The patent to Cooper, US. Pat. No. 5,697,591, 
discloses an ornament holder for a Christmas tree. It 
includes a pair of C-clamps, connected together at a per 
pendicular angle, and for holding ornaments, or the like, in 
place. 

[0015] The patent to Meeker, et al, US. Pat. No. 5,704, 
576, shoWs a clip for a child exerciser/rocker. This is a rather 
different type of clip, for use for an entirely different purpose 
than the current invention. 

[0016] The patent to James, US. Pat. No. 5,857,477, 
shoWs a portable car port. This is a quite distinctly appearing 
device, from that of the current invention, and includes a 
locking mechanism that mounts or attaches onto the Wheels 
of a vehicle, and functions as a covering for an automobile. 

[0017] The patent to Rex, et al, US. Pat. No. 5,887,537, 
shoWs a boat mounted blind. This device shoWs a frame, 
Which appears to fasten by means of clips to the gun Wale of 
a boat, and Which holds the covering material in place, once 
assembled. The device of this frameWork is a pivotally 
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attached device, connected to the side rails of the boat, 
Which is not the same type of structure of the current 
invention. 

[0018] The current invention, as previously commented, 
provides a peculiar and novel type of clamp, that can be 
assembled or built upon itself, With related structure, for use 
for holding a variety of accessories in place. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0019] This current invention contemplates the formation 
of a speci?c style of bracket ?tting. It is a ?tting that is made 
out of various types of angles or sections, such as of the PCV 
pipe category, and Which can be assembled into various 
types of supporting structures. As can be noted, the bottom 
T-section has a cut out portion along its length, but the cut 
portion is beyond the center point, so that part of the T may 
snap directly onto the gunnel or side rail of a boat, as for 
example When the bracket is used in conjunction With a 
marine vessel, or it can secure to any other type of support 
ing structure, and be ?rmly held in place, as can be under 
stood. In one embodiment, a plug or cap may ?t into the 
upper end of the T, and a hole may be provided therein, and 
can be used for supporting, for example, another bracket, or 
a light may be bolted thereon, as can be noted. Thus, When 
used With a light, or used as a light bracket, it can be secured 
directly to the gunnel of the boat, and provide either illu 
mination as required for steering, or perhaps even furnish 
fog light attributes, as When that may be required in an 
emergency situation. Or, it may hold a spot light in place, as 
for example When the ?sherman is ?shing, frogging, or 
gigging for other aquatic life. 

[0020] In addition, a second T may be secured to the initial 
bracket T, as through an intermediate sleeve, and oriented at 
a particular angle for holding a ?shing rod in place, as can 
be noted. Thus, a series of such brackets could be applied to 
the side rail of a boat, and hold a variety of ?shing poles in 
place, as used. In many states, a single ?sherman may use as 
many as three rod and reels, or ?shing poles, When partici 
pating in such piscatorial pursuits. 

[0021] As can further be noted, additional PVC pipe or 
other related piping may be fabricated into the structure of 
the frameWork, that may extend upWardly, and angularly 
inWardly, and join in an apex, With the frameWork from the 
opposite side of the boat, and thereby form a fabricated 
frameWork, in place, throughout a signi?cant length of the 
boat, and then covered With a camou?aged material, Which 
may be located upon the frameWork, so that the boat may be 
used as a duck blind, as on the Water. Or, When the boat is 
moored, onto the dock, or pulled up onto the shore, such 
frameWork may support other Waterproof covering material, 
so that the boat could even be used to accommodate over 
night sleeping, as When docked, or When supported on a 
trailer, if the hunter or ?sherman desires to use it for that 
purpose. In addition, the cover may simply provide just that, 
protection for the boat When stored, either on land or Water. 

[0022] It is, therefore, the principle object of this invention 
to provide a unique bracket that is of universal construction 
and can be secured to the gunnel or side rails of most John 
boats, or other boats, and provide a supported ?tting type 
bracket for use on a boat or other structures for holding a 
variety of accessories. 
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[0023] Another object of this invention is to provide for a 
bracket that can be snap ?tted and resiliently clamped onto 
the side rail of a boat or other structure. 

[0024] Yet a further object of this invention is to provide 
a bracket that can accommodate other structural tubular like 
components, in its assembly, and for use for securement 
thereto of a variety of other accessory products. 

[0025] These and other objects may become more appar 
ent to those skilled With the art upon revieWing the summary 
of this invention, and upon undertaking a study of the 
description of the preferred embodiment, in vieW of the 
draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0026] FIG. 1 shoWs a front vieW of a ?tting bracket of the 
present invention holding a light or lamp in place; 

[0027] FIG. 1A is a exploded side vieW of the ?tting 
bracket, With lamp, as disclosed in FIG. 1; 

[0028] FIG. 2 is a front vieW of the ?tting bracket, 
modi?ed through the addition of further sleeves and T-sec 
tions, to provide a perpendicular arranged support for hold 
ing a ?shing rod, or the like, in place; 

[0029] FIG. 2A is an exploded vieW of the ?tting bracket 
of FIG. 2; 

[0030] FIG. 2B is a perspective vieW of the ?tting bracket 
of FIG. 2, shoWn holding a ?shing rod and reel; 

[0031] FIG. 3 is a front vieW of the ?tting bracket of the 
invention, having an upWardly extending frameWork 
secured therein, and Which may form the overall frameWork 
for a boat, or the like, for holding a cover, camou?age, or 
other canvas for draping over a boat, or other structure; and 

[0032] FIG. 4 is a front elevational vieW of a John boat 
having a frame Work mounted thereon using ?ttings of the 
present invention and With a camou?age covering draped 
around the bottom of the frameWork. 

[0033] Corresponding reference numerals Will be used 
throughout the several ?gures of the draWings. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0034] The folloWing detailed description illustrates the 
invention by Way of example and not by Way of limitation. 
This description Will clearly enable one skilled in the art to 
make and use the invention, and describes several embodi 
ments, adaptations, variations, alternatives and uses of the 
invention, including What I presently believe is the best 
mode of carrying out the invention. 

[0035] In referring to the draWings, and in particular 
FIGS. 1 and 1A, the ?tting bracket 1 of this invention is 
disclosed. It comprises a standard T-type ?tting 2, Which 
normally has a short length of pipe, as at 3, but in this 
particular instance, the pipe has been cut beloW its center 
point, as at 4, so as to provide a slight inWardly directed 
curved segment 5 that may resiliently snap onto a supporting 
rail, such as the gunWale or gunnels of a John boat, or any 
of the style of bass boats available, as knoWn in the art. Thus, 
the initial universal style of connection, to a supporting rail, 
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can be achieved through this segment of the T-section, 
through its inherent resiliency, in the vicinity of its curved 
ends 5, to allow for the snapping onto a support, rod, or side 
rail of a boat, as can be understood. 

[0036] Extending upwardly from the integral tubular sec 
tion 3 of the bracket, is the upright T-portion 6, Which 
projects up only for a short distance, as can be noted. As is 
further knoWn in the art, all of these tubular segments 3, and 
the upright segment 6, as fabricated, have holloW interiors, 
as at 7, so that the upper open end 8 of the upWardly and 
perpendicular extending T-segment 6, has its opening 
therein, and can accommodate the insertion, and permanent 
securement or otherWise adhesively securing of the closure 
cap 9, as can be seen. Once permanently af?xed therein, the 
?tting bracket then provides a loWer segment that may be 
snap attached onto the side rail of a John boat, or the like, 
and the upper cap segment 9, Which Will be permanently 
af?xed Within the T-section 2, by means of the standard PVC 
or other adhesive, can have an aperture drilled therein, for 
securement of a fastener 10 therethrough. The fastener 10 
may accommodate the securement of a loWer bracket 11 of 
the shoWn lamp, light, fog lamp, or other illuminating device 
12, as noted. The fastener 10 includes the usual bolt 13, 
Washer 14, and nut 15, or any other type of fastener, that may 
secure these tWo components together. 

[0037] The ?tting bracket of this invention also may be 
used as an attachment point for oar locks, by simply pro 
viding an aperture through the upper portion of the cap 
section 9, and into Which the stems of the oar lock may 
insert, for immediate and prompt affordable usage of boat 
oars, at any location upon the length of the John or other 
boat. 

[0038] In the assembly of the ?tting bracket, developed 
from a series of T-sections, the concept is to modify, in the 
speci?c embodiment, a one inch diameter PVC pipe, of the 
type normally used in plumbing, for Water lines, etc. The T 
?tting is modi?ed to alloW for it to be snapped onto the one 
inch gunWales of an aluminum John boat. Other siZes of T 
?ttings could be used on other siZe gunWales, or side rails, 
for a boat. For example, it is knoWn in the art, that some 
gunWales have a diameter of approximately one and a 
quarter inch, rather than just one inch, as normally encoun 
tered. The modi?ed T is made by making tWo parallel 
lengthWise cuts in the bottom of the T, at approximately at 
the 105° angle from the center, and directly opposite from 
the other pipe opening. The remaining material, or the 
remaining portion of the T, Which is yet an over center 
arranged portion, alloWs the T to snap doWn unto the 
gunWale securely, but yet can be fairly easily removed, or 
moved, as may be necessary, due to its inherent resiliency. 
By altering Where the material is removed, one can change 
hoW far the T Will rotate either inboard or outboard, as may 
be desired, particularly Where the ?tting bracket may be used 
for holding a ?shing rod in place, Which desirably Will be 
angulated upWardly, When ?tted into the T-section forming 
that style of bracket. In addition, it may be desirable to apply 
a double faced type of pressure sensitive adhesive tape to the 
gunWale, before the T-section for the ?tting bracket is 
applied, in order to help keep the T from moving, and secure 
it in place, once installed. 

[0039] Another bene?t of this invention is that the attach 
mentor ?tting bracket can be used as the basis for attaching 
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any number of items to an aluminum John boat, Without 
permanent modi?cation to either the side rails or gunWales 
of the boat, or to the bracket itself. Hence, there is no need 
to drill any holes, apply any bolts, rivets, or other clamps, to 
the bracket, When used. 

[0040] Another variation upon the ?tting bracket of this 
invention can be seen in FIGS. 2-2B. As noted, the loWer 
T-section 16 includes the upright portion of the T 17, similar 
to that as previously explained With respect to section 6 for 
the T-?tting of FIG. 1A. The loWer tubular section of the T, 
as at 18, is cut beloW the center line, as noted, as at 19, so 
as to provide an over center type of clamping mechanism 20, 
at the loWer segment of the cut T, to alloW for its resilient 
clamping onto the side rails of the John boat, as can be 
understood. 

[0041] The upper section 17 of the T ?tting, Within its 
interior, is designed to accommodate Within its central 
opening 21, a short length of PVC or other material sleeve 
22, Which may be adhesively secured therein, by any type of 
adhesive, as knoW in the art. The upper end of the sleeve 21 
inserts Within and cooperates With an upper T 23, Which as 
can be seen also incorporates a tubular section 24, Which is 
horiZontally disposed, having integrally formed extending 
from an intermediate portion the segment 25, Which accepts 
the sleeve 22 therein, and Which is adhesively secured, for 
forming the double T-style of ?tting bracket as shoWn. Thus, 
When fabricated in this manner, the bracket may be secured, 
once again, as by attachment of its resilient section 18 to the 
side rail of a John boat, or the like, tilting the same slightly 
inwardly, so as to arrange the upper tubular section 24 of the 
upper T 23 at an angle, for accommodating the insertion of 
the handle 26 of a ?shing rod and reel R, supported thereto, 
upon installation. See FIG. 2B. As can be noted, the loWer 
T-section 18 is herein shoWn snap clasping onto the side rail 
S of the John boat, or other structure. For example, the rail 
may be included on a chair, so that the ?sherman can sit in 
the chair, and direct his rod and reel outWardly over the 
Water, as When bottom ?shing, as knoWn. 

[0042] The T ?ttings can also be used, for example, to 
secure a complete frameWork, to the upper edges of the John 
boat. The frameWork can be covered With a fabric covering 
so as to form a duck blind frame over the boat. In addition, 
such a frame, after the cover has been quickly removed, is 
yet capable of being trailered behind a van or other vehicle 
and even up to high speeds in the vicinity of 70 miles per 
hour, Without collapsing, since the frameWork itself offers 
very little Wind resistance, during transit. The frameWork, 
Which is preferably made from inter?tting pipe sections 
(such as PVC pipe) itself can easily be dismantled, and 
stored in a duffel bag about the siZe of a golf bag. In addition, 
the T-type ?tting brackets of this invention may be applied 
to an automobile frameWork, for holding fog lights in place, 
upon the vehicle during usage. It can function as a ?shing 
rod holder, as described herein, and can attach around the 
upper perimeter of a boat, to hold a cover in place, for 
protection purposes, While the boat is docked, or When 
pulled onto the shore. Or, as previously explained, such a 
cover may provide a form of housing to alloW the ?shermen 
to reside and sleep in the boat, as overnight, to add to the 
affordability of their accommodations, at the site of hunting, 
When used. 

[0043] When used as a frameWork for a boat cover, or 
camou?aged material, as for preparation of a blind for duck 
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hunting, using the boat itself, reference is made to FIG. 3, 
Which shoWs the formation of the ?tting bracket from a 
modi?ed T, as at 27. This includes the loWer tubular section 
28 of the T being cut, below center, to provide for its snap 
clasping onto the side rails of the boat, When installed. The 
upper perpendicular integral section of the T, as at 29, Within 
its interior central cavity 30, is designed for ?tting therein, 
temporarily, the various framework members 31 comprising 
the linear sections as shoWn, coupling With an elboW 32, for 
directing another section 33 angularly upWardly toWards the 
center of the boat, Which may connect With additional 
frameWork to form a supporting frameWork F, elevated from 
the surface of the boat, to accommodate the application and 
draping of any camou?aged material M thereon, as When the 
boat is being used as a duck blind, or any other covering, as 
When the boat is to be stored, or used for accommodating the 
hunter for meals, resting, or sleep, as previously explained. 
This simply shoWs an additional feature of the usage of the 
?tting bracket of this invention, for adding versatility to the 
use and application of the boat, or other vehicle, or even 
other supporting structures, for use for holding accessories, 
Whether they be lamps, ?shing rods, covers, or other endless 
and related uses. These are just examples of the versatility of 
the bracket of this invention. 

[0044] Variations or modi?cations to the subject matter of 
this invention may occur to those skilled in the art upon 
revieWing the development as described herein. For 
eXample, the cap 9 (FIGS. 1-1A) need not be glued or 
otherWise secured into the T section 6, such that various 
attachments can be mounted in the same bracket section 1. 
For eXample, this Would alloW for sWitching the type of light 
that is mounted in the bracket ?tting 1. The shaft 13 for the 
light 12 and the oar stem can be secured in the ?tting cap 9 
by conventional means other than a bolt Which is received on 
a threaded end of the stem. For eXample, the cap hole, itself, 
could be threaded; alternatively, a cotter pin could eXtend 
through the stem or set screWs could pass through the ?tting 
and engage the stem to hold the stem in place. Alternatively, 
the stem could simply be placed in the opening of the cap 9, 
such that the light or oar can be easily removed from the 
?tting. Such variations or modi?cations are set fort for 
illustrative purposes only, and are not meant to be limiting. 

1. A bracket ?tting for mounting an instrument to a 
gunWale of a boat; the bracket ?tting comprising a T-shaped 
?tting having a horiZontal bottom section and a holloW tube 
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extending up from the bottom section; the bottom section 
comprising a tube de?ning an arc of more than 180° and 
having a radius slightly larger than the radius of the gunWale 
such that the bottom section can be snap-?tted onto the 
gunWale to mount the instrument to the gunWale Without the 
use of fasteners Which penetrate the gunWale; the instrument 
being chosen from the group consisting of lights, ?shing 
poles, oars, a frameWork for supporting a boat cover, and 
combinations thereof. 

2. The bracket ?tting of claim 1 Wherein said instrument 
is a light or an oar; said bracket ?tting including a cap Which 
is received in said ?tting holloW tube; said cap having an 
opening formed therein; said instrument including a stem 
siZed and shaped to pass through said cap opening to support 
said instrument in said bracket ?tting. 

3. The bracket ?tting of claim 2 including a fastener for 
securing said instrument stem in said cap. 

4. The bracket ?tting of claim 3 Wherein said stem is at 
least partially threaded, said fastener included a threaded 
member of said ?tting. 

5. The bracket ?tting of claim 1 Wherein said instrument 
is a ?shing pole; said ?tting including a second T-member 
Which is mounted to said T ?tting, said second T-member 
including a holloW leg Which is mounted to said T-?tting 
holloW tube, and a generally horiZontal tubular member; 
said tubular member being siZed and shaped to receive a 
handle of a ?shing rod. 

6. The bracket ?tting of claim 5 including a connecting 
member Which is received in said ?tting holloW tube; said 
second T-member holloW leg being connected to said con 
necting member. 

7. The bracket ?tting of claim 1 Wherein said instrument 
is a frameWork for mounting a cover to the boat; said 
frameWork comprising a plurality of said bracket ?ttings, 
and a plurality of inter?tting tubular sections and angle 
sections; said frameWork tubular sections being received in 
said holloW tubes of said bracket ?tting; said tubular sec 
tions and angle sections being connectable to form said 
frameWork. 

8. The bracket ?tting of claim 7 Wherein said tubular 
sections are removably mounted in said bracket ?ttings; and 
said tubular sections and angle sections are dissassemblable 
from each other. 


